
PATHOGENIC  ENMESHMENT 

for Newbies. 
 
Many People have watched this Video of Dr Steven Miller, “Why Courts Fail to 
Recognize Parental Alienation.”  If you don’t remember all of it then it is worth 
watching over again. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fgRJh26Jho&list=WL&index=3&t=191s  
 
At 1:20 into the video Dr Miller describes Pathological Enmeshment.  “To a non-
expert, it looks like a warm, close, loving relationship.”  Thus they not only get their 
diagnosis of the family dynamic Wrong, but they get it Exactly Backwards. 
 
With the experience of a Targeted Parent, ANY of you can learn to recognise 
PATHOLOGICAL  ENMESHMENT far better and quicker than a non specialist 
psychologist or psychiatrist who does not have the Alienation experience. 
 
In Court we cannot make a diagnosis, unless we have a suitable qualification to back 
it up; if we do we are shot down in flames. 
 
What we can do is to be far, far ahead of the Professionals in the Legal Profession and 
the Mental Health Profession in most of the World.  ( In 2019 the Mental Health 
Assessment Team Consultant in my local Hospital had never heard of Parental 
Alienation)  Typically they cannot tell the difference between Paranoia, (which comes 
with Bipolar or Psychotic Episodes) and Hypervigilance, (which comes with Complex 
PTSD ) 
https://www.bullyonline.org/old/stress/ptsd.htm?fbclid=IwAR2VNglAczzauHWuCM
mwyEbzm8X46LDj0APNOk6Z7bRZPt8AUfG6aHmdBjA#Differences  
Consequently, the world over, Targeted Parents are being Misdiagnosed with Bipolar 
or Psychotic Events, as if the Targeted Parent is ill.  NO, the Targeted Parent is 
suffering from Psychological INJURIES. 
 
Let us look at PATHOLOGICAL  ENMESHMENT from an expert in the field, 
Benjamin D. Garber, whose paper, “PARENTAL ALIENATION AND THE 
DYNAMICS OF THE ENMESHED PARENT–CHILD DYAD: 
ADULTIFICATION,PARENTIFICATION, AND INFANTILIZATION” was 
published in the FAMILY COURT REVIEW, Vol. 49 No. 2, April 2011 322–335     
© 2011 Association of Family and Conciliation Courts.  Worldwide membership. 
http://parentalalienationresearch.com/PDF/2011garber.pdf  
Being published in the Family Court Review, THERE IS NO EXCUSE for any 
Family Court Judge failing to recognise PATHOGENIC  ENMESHMENT. 
 
Remember what Dr Steven Miller said at 2:30 into the video above, “Infantilisation, 
Adultification……….,” and the third is Parentification. 
In my experience of over 5 years being an Admin  for the PA(UK)S&H group, and 
being a Counsellor answering the Telephone Help-Line for the NAAP when that was 
working, is that Adultification and Parentification are commonly seen in the Cross 



Generational Alliance of the Alienating Parent and the children.  Infantilisation is 
very rare in these circumstances. 
 
The Emeritus Professor of Vanderbilt University, Dr William Bernet, has taken this 
subject further, with Nilgun Ongider Gregory, Kathleen M. Reay, and Ronald Preston 
Rohner, in 2017, in producing, “An Objective Measure of Splitting in Parental 
Alienation: The Parental Acceptance-Rejection Questionnaire.”   
This was published in the Journal of Forensic Sciences in 2017.  doi: 10.1111/1556-
4029.13625 
You can read the whole Article here Free;- 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319169226_An_Objective_Measure_of_Spl
itting_in_Parental_Alienation_The_Parental_Acceptance-Rejection_Questionnaire  
This is a QUANTITATIVE measurement, NOT some CAFCASS worker’s fantasy.  
The Questionnaire produces a Bar Graph which can be compared easily by the most 
Ignorant Judge to demonstrate clearly that Parental Alienation is present. I have 
reproduced the bar graph from the Article with this post. 
 
Dr William Bernet has e-mailed to me on the 4th May 2019, as follows;- 
” William Bernet The test is called the Parental Acceptance-Rejection Questionnaire 
PARQ). Read the article, attached above, to see how it distinguishes alienated from 
non-alienated children. You can obtain the PARQ from Ronald P. Rohner, Ph.D., 
professor emeritus at University of Connecticut. He is at r.rohner@uconn.edu .” 
 
Give this information to any Mental Health Expert you can get a Court to Appoint.  If 
CAFCASS or any Social Worker have Not used this Questionnaire then they have NO 
quantitative evidence and their testimony is not worth the paper it is written on. 
 
Having proved Parental Alienation and the Serious Child Psychological Abuse of 
PATHOGENIC ENMESHMENT,  you will have to address the sad fact that the 
Legal Profession is the ONLY Profession which Does Not take Immediate Child 
Protection steps when any sort of Child Abuse is disclosed to them.  Can you 
imagine a child being allowed home from Emergency Care with the Abusive Parent 
when a Doctor sees any sort of Child Abuse;  or a Teacher Not taking Immediate 
Child Protection Action when child abuse is disclosed to him or her? 
https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2014/10/psychological-
abuse?fbclid=IwAR2Em-iCYDT3qMKPdUR-
c40orZlOoXlKSfXR3xUfZmjPhQrEFi3T__6p7IE  
 
 
Let us look at what happens in the Child in the run-up to Splitting. 
The childhood experiences between the Targeted Parent and the Child are disrupted 
through lack of contact.  At the same time the Alienating Parent continues presenting 
the Child with views of the Targeted Parent which emanate from putting that Parent 
into the Narrative of the Alienating Parent’s subconscious delusion. 
 
The descriptions of the Targeted Parent’s self and actions do not match the  Child’s 
own memories of the good enough loving Targeted Parent.  Instead the Targeted 
Parent is portrayed as Unloving, Unsafe and Unavailable.  This causes a horrible 
Cognitive Dissonance in the mind of the Child.  This is horrible for the Child. 
 



As a Coping Mechanism for this Cognitive Dissonance the child has little choice but 
to adopt the narrative of the Alienating Parent and Suppress Memories of the 
Targeted Parent.  It is from this point onwards that in any short contact with the Child, 
that the Targeted Parent will be cut to the quick by what the Child says to the 
Targeted Parent.  The Child has been Groomed as to what to say in order to regulate 
the emotions of the Alienating Parent. (Dr Childress’ Role Reversal Relationship)  
 
 Failure to follow the Alienating Parent’s narrative brings either Emotional Cut-Off  
from the only Parent the Child has left or the full force of Narcissistic Rage from this 
Alienating Parent.  The Child is living with a Psychological Abuser and is in Survival 
Mode.   
 
Do Not take anything hurtful your Child says after this stage at Face Value. 
Everything they say is what they have been Groomed to say, whether it is at school 
or to you.  A Family Systems trained Psychologist would call it a Cross Generational 
Coalition triangulating the Child against the Targeted Parent.  These psychologists 
would recognise this as Child Abuse. 
 
As a Coping Mechanism for Cognitive Dissonance in the short term it does the child 
some harm.  It is definitely Trauma  for the Child as the Child has No Way Out (the 
criteria for Trauma). This can lead to Complex Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
which often has physical or Somatic Symptoms.   Repeated Lies told to a subject 
under stress, (here the Child), is the definition of Brainwashing. 
 
In the Long Term, however, this behaviour and mind-set becomes Normalised, 
(Normal Life for the Child).  This is now Serious Child Psychological Abuse or 
Serious Emotional Abuse, depending on your take on the differences between the 
two. 
 
The Child now sees the Alienating Parent as “All Good” and the Targeted Parent as 
“All Bad” and the Rejection of the Targeted Parent as far as having Contact with that 
formerly good enough Loving Targeted Parent begins.  Some people call this 
“Black and White Thinking.” This is Splitting. 
 
Splitting is a direct product of the processes which are known as “Parental 
Alienation”.   It needs to be said that the “Alienating Parent” is NOT always a 
Biological Parent, but it is always an Adult.  Parental Alienation takes place in Intact 
Families, not just separated families.  This proves that Family Courts are WRONG 
thinking Parental Alienation is a product of High Conflict Divorce. As Dr Miller says 
“They get it Exactly Backwards.”   High Conflict Divorce with multiple 
appearances in Court is Caused by Parental Alienation, not the other way round.  
 
The Commonest Trigger for overt Alienating Behaviour is a Separation in a family.  
The Second Commonest Trigger for overt Alienating Behaviour is when either 
Parent moves on and gets a new partner.  The second can happen after 10 years of co-
parenting. 50/50 Court Orders have No Effect on Parental Alienation. 
 
One thing so many people get Wrong is to spend time and energy checking that the 
Rejected Targeted Parent has not abused the Child in other ways. (Physical, Sexual 
and Neglect)    This situation is an Oxymoron. 



All types of Parental Abuse cause the Child to build an Increased Disordered 
Attachment with the Abusive Parent.  A Parentally Abused Child Favours and 
Allies with the Abusive Parent.  This is the Complete Opposite of Rejecting a 
Parent.  (Echo --> “They get it Exactly Backwards”)   I am talking here about some 
Parental Alienation Practitioners. 
 


